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Abstract

The existence of self-sustained toroidal T| i mode turbulence below
the instability threshold has been shown by mode coupling
simulations. Significant transport and a tendency for long-
wavelength condensation are observed. The subcritical behaviour is
explained as a result of nonlinear interaction between modes of
positive and negative energy by analytical calculation of the
coupling factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main topic, .oncerni^ fluid and plasma flows is the
onset of turbulence. In partic -lar it is desirable to find
dimensionless numbers that characterise the transition to
turbulence. In fluid dy. amics such a number can be the Reynolds
number or the Rayleigh number. In plasma physics the onset of
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence may be characterized by
the p value (ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure). A most
important theoretical problem s to predict this threshold value.
This has usually been done by 'inear stability analysis. There are,
however, several examples in fluid dynamics where the predictions
from the linear sta,, iity analysis do not agree with the
experimental onset of turbulence.1 Particularly common is the
situation where the lin ix stability analysis gives a too large value
of the critical param -?r. Turbulence in the region below this
critical value is commonly referred to as subcritical turbulence.

A recent example fror plasma physics is the onset of MHD
turbulence below the linear p limit.2 The main result of this work is
the significant transport found in the linearly stable regime. This is
an example of subcritical turbulence due to reactive modes.

Subcritical turbulence due to collisional drift modes has been
obtained in edge plasmas3 where several important features of
fluctuation levels and .ransport seem to be in agreement with
tokamak experiments. Accord'"gi., both reactive and dissipative
subcritical turbulencs seem to be relevant for tokamak transport.

A third class of instabilities is that of reactive drift modes. These
are often considered as a main candidate for transport in the bulk
region of tokamak plasmas. One important example of such modes
is the toroidal ion temperature gradient driven mode4"8 (T[\ - mode,
Tii is the ratio of scale length of density, Ln, and ion temperature,
L T ) . One of the most relevant dimensionless parameters for the
stability of this mode is r|j. The stability properties and transport
for TU > TIM (Tilth being the linear threshold) associated with this
mode have been studied intensively.
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In this work we will show the presence of subcritical r\ i - mode
turbilence substantially below the linear stability threshold. The
drivirv7 mechanism for this turbulence is a nonlinear instability due
to th' interaction between modes with positive and negative
energy9 (e.g. explosive type).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the model equations
are derived. Section 3 is devoted to the nonlinear properties of m -
modes in a 3-wave truncation. Section 4 presents the numerical
results and in Section 5 a summary is given.

2. MODEL EQUATIONS

We use a reactive two dimensional fluid model valid for arbitrary
Ln/LB8 '10- The electrons thermalize along the magnetic field lines
which leads to the Boltzmann response

5n.

Te

where 8n e /n is the relative density perturbation, <j> is the
electrostatic potential and Tc is the electron temperature. The ion
motion is assumed to be two-dimensional perpendicular to the
magnetic field. This approximation is easier to fulfill with the fluid
model used here than both with simpler fluid models and kinetic
models. In fact it was recently found that the ion motion becomes
es en*.ally two-dimensional when kinetic resonances are
r e m o v e d 1 1 " 1 2 (e.g. by nonlinearities in velocity space). The
temperature dynamics is very important for temperature gradient
driven modes both linearly and nonlinearly3. Accordingly we use
the ion energy equation in the form

where
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and we neglect curvature nonlinearities under the assumption

COD 5T{ 2 2 e<J>_ _ < < k P s _

where ps = cs/Te and COD is the magnetic drift frequency.

The ion temperature perturbation couples to the dynamics through
the relation

—»
where v.; is the perturbed ion diamagnetic drift velocity with the fun

—»
pressure perturbation and vDi is the magnetic drift velocity at tb •

thermal speed. We substitute the continuity equation for Vv in (2) and

find that convective diamagnetic terms cancel. The curvature part of ^ Q*
remains, however, and plays a very important role both in linear stability
and transport. After using Eq.l and quasineutrality, the continuity and
energy equations may be written in the form13

3 ~» ~Y. 2r,2£ + vE-v)(l - Ps
2V2) e+ -f[ ( l + - ^ p 2 V 2 ) v . e + (1 +1) vDi]-Ve<t>

( 5 a )

\ h + K1 + ̂ ^ ^ - e + f (l+ i > l + PS
2V 2)vDl} -

= |:Ps(v.I+vE)-VV2e<J)
•>x (5b)

The linear dispersion relation corresponding to the system (5) may
be written
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e(öi, k) = O

where

1 (Srii 8ne

e(co, k) = -TT-l - ^ - — J (6)

Here, ^oe is the Debye length and

i£ 1 2

3 3

(7)

where O)*JT is the background ion diamagn' i c drift containing the
full pressure gradient, en = 2Ln/Le and 8re,ii is given by (1).

3. NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF r\\ - M1DES

In this Section we will show that the mechanism for subcritical ru -
mode turbulence can be understood by considering three-wave
interaction processes in which waves with positive and negative
energy are present, provided that sufficient initial excitation is
given. This is the case for the well known explosive instability.9

Moreover, long wave length condensation which is an important
feature of subcritical turbulence will also b . explained by
application of the ideas of spectrum cascading in r| j - mode
turbulence. It is convenient for the following analysis to normalize
the space and time variables in Equations (5) as

—» ->
t -> Q)st , r -> r /p s

where cos = cs/Ln and cs is the ion sound velocity.

Then introducing the dimensionless perturbations of the ion
temperature and potential
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= "T"! T1 • 4> = "T" T"

and applying ;he Fourier ransformation in the space variables to
Eqs. (5) we c?n write the model equations in the form

i-=r- + kyCTk

I> K2 (8a)

.£Ik
1 at

where we have introduced the following notations

c = 2 '

In the linear limit, assuming <t>k , Tk ~ exp (-icot)

we obtain the dispersion relation for r\\ - modes8

(8b)

(9)

o* = - j ky(A + D) + i ky V(A - D)2

(10)

and the energy expression
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( i n

The linear theory8 has shown that for given values of en , t and
k 2 « l there is a threshold value, ri^h, of the parameter r\\ for orfset
of linear instability, i.e. for m < Tiith» the system is linearly stable. In
the linearly stable region, there are rjj - modes with positive and
negative energy.14 This is shown in Fig. 1 where the linearly stable
region is separated according to the sign of the wave energy. We
note that the transition to negative energy modes occur well below
the linear stability threshold T| ith- In the main part of the negative
energy region, the co+ and co~- modes correspond to positive and
negative energy modes respectively. The threshold for transition to
negative energy modes, T\\~, is sensitive to the FLR-parameter and
decreases with increasing k2p2.

We now consider the three-wave coupling process of r|, - modes in

the region of linear stability fulfilling the resonance conditions

k+kj+k2 = O and cOfc+cô +tô  = 8. In the case of weak nonlinearity the

amplitudes <|>k and T^ become weakly (with respect to the linear

timescale) time dependent. Assuming linear relations between the

field variables the coupling process can be described by the

equations

0<t>k i0t

e

A k, A * A * i9t

— =Ai4k4>k2<t>k e

— =A&I0kK1 e'9 (12a-c)

where
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2 2o>p + ky(Ap + Dp)

1 + IW
(13)

Before we discuss the properties of Eqs. (12) it is worthwhile to
note the following
i) The matrix elements APqz are quite different and considerably
more complicated than those obtained in Ref. 15 for drift wav ,
owing to the effects of curvature and ion temperature dynamics
included in Eqs. 8.

ii) The first term in (13) describes the effect of temperature

convection and corresponds to the term vE-V8Tj in Eqs. (5). This 's

obviously the main nonlinear term since it is not proportional .o

iii) The second term in (13) describes the vorticity convection and
is proportional to k 2 p s

2 . This term becomes important for
interaction between (o+ or co~- modes since then the leading terms in
Eq. 13 cancel.

We here consider the possibility of explosive instability in the
nonlinear interaction of three linearly stable modes, fulfilling the
above mentioned resonance conditions. We find from (13) that the
wave with mode number k should be the pump wave in this
coupling process, since the matrix element A 1 ^ k2 has opposite sign
with respect to the other two elements. Taking now the pump wave
as a wave with negative energy we find that all coupling
coefficients (13) will have the same sign, a well known condition for
the excitation of explosive instability in the three-wave interaction.
This choice is possible since the co+ and co~- modes usually have
opposite sign of the wave energy in this region. Explosive instability
may also occur in the interaction between modes belonging to the
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Q - branch. In this case, assuming for simplicity en= x = 1 and taking
the limit k2 « 1 (corresponding to a threshold for onset of linear
instability rjjth = 16/9), we obtain t! ? matrix 'lements

j t ^ = (sign Wk) | (kixk2)-e,, (k2 - ':2) F(TI£) ( 1 4 a )

k = (sign Wki) | (k2xk)e,, (k| - k2) F(Tii) (14b)

= (sign W ^ | (kxki)-cu (k
2 - k2) F(T]i) (14c)

w h e r e

i - 4) ( 1 4 d )

Since the threshold for transition to negative energy modes, r\i~,
depends on wavenumber,14 a l i rar ly stable regime in r\\ exists
where only the pump wave (at intermediate k) has negative
energy. In this regime, all the matrix elements in Eqs. 14 have the
same sign. Hence, the possibility for explosive instability in a region
below the linear instability threshold have been demonstrated.

One important and common feature of the subcritical turbulence,
both in examples from fluid dynamics and plasma physics, is the
tendency for long wavelength condensation. This feature is here
studied in the simplified case with interaction of only positive
energy modes, belonging to the (o+ branch, in the linearly stable
regime. The direction of the spectrum cascade may be found by
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considering a situation in which one of the modes k, kj or k2 is

more highly pc -mlated than the other two. For this purpose we

assun 2 without K ss of generality that kj = I k, I such that

k<k t <k 2 (15)

We first consider a case in which the mode kj is highly populated,

i.e.

I U J (16)

After linearizing Eqs. (8) we conclude that the decay instability
might occur. The growth rate of the instability is given by (en= t = 1)

-L (17)

where

(18)

We arz from the cross product in Eq. 17 that for maximum growth
, —*

rate k! shouH ' z chosen perpendicular to k so that we have

k2 = k2 + kj. Then Eq. 17 takes the form

1 6 ( l + n ( l + k z + ki) V kf

Note that v increases as kTk! decreases. On the other hand, if modes

—» —»
k or k2 are highly populated then the decay instability does not

develop and the system is stable. We conclude that, in the region of
linear stability (en= x = 1, m < r ) j t n = 16/9, k 2 « 1) the spectrum of rjj

modes cascades by simultaneous excitation c.' both shorter and
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longer wavelength modes, like in the case of drift waves.15 To
obtain the ratio of energy cascading in different directions we use

—»
the fol lowing conserva t ion laws for q u a n t a Nk of each mode k of

Eqs . (8)

N k + N k = c o n s t , Nk + Nk = c o n s t (20)

where the number of quanta Nk is defined by

Nk = — , Wk>0 nn

|p k | V

and Pj", are given by

(kVkVfe, (k2- k2) F2(Tii) (22b)

.(kxki)-^,(k2-kf)F2(Tii) (22c)

and

(22d)

From Eqs. (20-22) we see that the fractional energy gained by

modes k and k 2 , AWk and ^Wkz , corresponding to a loss of energy

—>
of m o d e k l t A W k = - 1 , are given by
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P.M.
r k 2 k

- i - , AWk2=l-AWki ( 2 3 )

2 2 2

where we have used the relation k 2 = k +k t . We note fre n Eq. (23)
that the amount of energy cascading to the smaller wavenumber
region decreases as k decreases and, as in the case of drift waves,15

2 2

is proportional to k /k t .

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The development of a nonlinear (explosive) instability in a system
with a large number of modes can be studied by numerical
simulations of the full system (8). In the linearly unsta^1.; regime,
such simulation have been performed in both two1 3 '1 5"1 7 and
three18 dimensions. In this Section, we will study the development
of the nonlinear instability in a system with linearly damped
modes. Also, the spectral cascading properties will be compared
with the analytical results of Section 3.
We use a fully de-aliased spectral method in (x,y) and a predictor-
corrector method for the time integration (for details, see Ref. 13
and references therein). The grid in kxp s and kyp s runs from -2.25
to 2.25 with 30x30 effective modes. Artificial dampterms are added
to each equation to represent the effect of high-k viscosi^ and low-

k ion Landau damping respectively16, i.e. we use Y = Yo 0 -k*/ko) *or
k < ko and Y = Y~ for kSk» In the simulations we use ko = 0.3, k.» =1.5,
Y~ = 2 and Yo = 0.05-0.3.
The modes are initialized at nonlinear amplitude and are evolved
into a nonlinear stationary state where the ion heat diffusivity is
calculated as (in units of P S 2 C S / L B )

( 2 4 )

where < > represents a time average. The root mean square (rms)
values of the fields are calculated as
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(25)

In Fig. 2 the evolution of t'te field perturbations are given for en =
2.3, r|i = 3.4, T = 1 and yo = 0.3. The linear ^tabimy threshold is r\ith =
3.41. The tinv averaged ion heat diffusivity is here (units of p s

2

Cs/LB)Xi = 16.7, a significant transport. For comparison, the
corresponding value for T)J = 3.5 (i.e. in the linearly unstable
regime) is Xi = 16.5. The subcritical behaviour remains also after
turning off the FLR-nonlinear terms oaring the simulations.

The stationary kx-spectrum t,ky integrated) of the potential is given
in Fig. 3. At t = 0, the initial perturpations are shown. Usually, a
fluctuation level e<J)/Te<l% at a few modes are sufficient to initiate
the subcritical turbulence. T.ne saturation occurs as a result of
coupling between the nonlinearly unstable (explosive) triplets and
the damped modes at low ind high k. An additional stabilizing
effect is the detuning of the resonance due to nonlinear frequency
shifts.19 The stationary spectrum is roughly isotropic with k yp s =
kxPs = 0.3. A reduction of the low-k damping is shown to give a
more pronounced condensation at long wavelengths indicating the
presence of inverse cascading.

Fig. 4 shows the scaling of T and Xi with m for en = 2.3, Yo = 0.3 and T
=1 in the linearly stable re£.on, TJJ < T|;th. The transition to negative

energy modes occurs at TJJ~- 1.6 for k2p s
2 = 0.1. However, modes

witn larger k values have a lower T|[ threshold14 and the subcritical
behaviour remains also for rji = 0, although in this region the
transport is negligible.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

"k-; existe ce of self sustained turbulence of toroidal m modes
oelow the ? ̂ stability threshold has been shown. The reactive two-
dimensional system studied has several features in common with
pressure driven MHD modes and accordingly also with various
types of fluid turbulence. The subcritical turbulence is due to
nonlinear (explosive) interaction between waves of positive and
negative energy and the transport due to this turbulence may be
significa: t. Several features in agreement with earlier treatments of
subcritical plasma turbulence have been observed as e.g. the long
wavelength condensation reported in Refs. 2 and 3 dealing with
' HD ballooning modes and collisional drift waves respectively. We
note, however the presence of a limiting mode number below which
he cascading towards larger k dominates in the present system,

"nis is shown by the analytical expressions for the coupling factors
(Eq. 13). Another example where the direct cascading is dominant
for small mode number is in interchange mode turbulence.20

S ibcritical ru mode turbulence may influence tokamak transport by
softening the TJ i threshold and accordingly also the profile
consistency properties.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (1) Linear stability boundary in the i"U( £„ i ' ne for T = 1 and k"p"=
0.1. (2) Boundary separating modes of negative Cnr < rj, < r|ith ) and
positive (rii <Tjf) wave energy.

Fig. 2. Time evolution (in units ofLn/Cs) of potential and ion temperature
perturbations (in units of T e /exLn /p s and T eLn /p s respectively) showing
subcritical behaviour for x = 1, n, = 3.4, Yo = 0.3 and en= 2.3.

Fig. 3. Spectrum of potential perturbations (in units of T e /exL n /ps)
corresponding to Fig. 2 for two different values of the low-k damping
parameter Yo-

Fig. 4. Scaling of %i an<^ i ° n temperature perturbation T (in units of p s
2

CS/LB and TcLn/p s respectively ) with T)i for x = 1, Yo = 0.3 and £„= 2.3. The
linear stability threshold is given by Tjith = 3.41.
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